BUYING GUIDE

STUVA
Storage system

DESIGN

Ebba Strandmark

CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

The frame can be cleaned with a
damp cloth and then dried with
a clean, dry cloth.

SAFETY

Children rarely do what you
expect them to do. They climb,
clamber and play with things in
ways that are often difficult to
foresee. For that reason, always
use the wall anchors supplied to
secure all storage furniture that
is more than 60 cm in height
safely to the wall. Our children’s
furniture and toys are first
subjected to risk analyses and
then tested to ensure they are
suitable for children.

ENVIRONMENT:

STUVA shelf unit and shelves
are made out of white foil on fibreboard and particleboard with
a filling of recycled paper.

A wardrobe that grows with your child.
With STUVA storage system it’s easy for you to keep your child’s
clothes in order. You can quickly customise it to suit different storage
needs thanks to large and small pull-out drawers, shelves and a pullout bench. STUVA comes with adjustable clothes rails, shelves and
wire baskets that can be placed where also the little ones can reach
them. Children can give a helping hand to keep things in order and will
surely have fun trying to dress up by themselves!
When children and their clothes grow, STUVA can grow with them.
Add a big box under the bench and you will find the perfect place for
helmets, sport outfits or their favourite baseball bat. STUVA comes
with doors and drawers in different colours so it’s easy to change the
style of you child’s room and adapt it to their changing taste.
We have enriched the STUVA series developing a loft bed with desk
and storage function. There is also a new changing table in the family
that, as time goes by, becomes a play table first and a desk later on.
Find out more from page 8.
STUVA is tested to be safe and secure and can be used both as play
and work surface.

HOW TO BUILD
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The STUVA storage system is easy to put together and
adapt to your child’s needs. Start by thinking about how
you want to use the system, what you will store in it and
how much space you have. Then choose the parts you
need – frames, doors, drawer fronts, shelves, clothes rails,
worktops and wire baskets.

+

=

Most parts are available in different heights, widths and
colours and all are sold separately, so you’re free to combine them as you like. Now all you have to do is build your
system piece by piece.

GOOD TO KNOW
1
3
5

6

4

2

7

8

5. The system is flexible with many possibilities of combinations. Choose a combination that fits the space available in
your home and meets your storage needs.

1. Children rarely do what you expect them to do. They
climb, clamber and play with things in ways that are often
difficult to foresee. For that reason, always use the wall
anchors supplied to secure all storage furniture that is more
than 60 cm in height safely to the wall.

6. A tip is to place the clothes rail and the wire basket so
the children can reach them, then they can choose their
own outfits and help keeping everything in order.

2. Doors and interiors are sold separately. When you buy
STUVA doors, both hinges with soft closing and knobs are
included.

7. In this combination there are also a bench that can be
used as a small work desk where all children’s chairs and
children’s stools from Children’s IKEA can fit. You can
always transform the bench into an extra storage space by
simply adding a storage box underneath.

3. Shelves are sold separately.
4. A shelf, sold separately, is needed as a divider between
the shelf unit and the drawers in the storage solution.
Drawers and drawers fronts are also sold separately.

8. Safety is very important to us, therefore our children’s
furniture and toys are subjected to risk analyses and tested
to ensure that they are suitable for children.
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DOOR AND DRAWER SOLUTIONS
With STUVA you can create your own solution with doors and drawers, according to your needs.
On the web you can also plan your combination using the STUVA planning tool on www.IKEA.com.tr/en
DOORS

DRAWER FRONTS

Door 60×128 cm
Door 60×64 cm
(handles sold separately)

Drawer front
60×32 cm

50 cm

50 cm

90 cm

64 cm

30 cm

60 cm

(The 30 cm and the 50 cm deep solution can be also hung on the wall)

64 cm

50 cm

60 cm

128 cm

50 cm

60 cm

192 cm

50 cm

60 cm
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Drawer front
60×16 cm

Storage box
90×49×48 cm

COMBINATIONS

Storage with workspace. Build a high storage solution; you get a lot of storage space on a limited floor area.
Combine both open and concealed storage; display the
things you use often – keep the rest protected from dust.
Total size: 60×30×75 cm.
(298.765.66)

Storage bench. Low storage to match your child’s height;
makes it easier for them to reach and organize their things.
Can also be used as a bench.
Total size: 90×50×50 cm.
(398.766.60)
STUVA bench 90×50×50 cm, white

301.286.29 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD box 90×49×48 cm, white

101.319.63

1 pc

Total size: 60×50×64 cm
(699.296.81)

STUVA frame 60×30×64 cm, white

201.286.20 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×64 cm, white 2-p

001.588.06 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×26 cm, white

201.286.96 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG leg 2-p

601.286.99 2 pcs

Total size: 60×50×64 cm
(498.887.09)

STUVA frame 60×50×64 cm, white

301.281.77

1 pc

STUVA frame 60×50×64 cm, white

301.281.77

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 4 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm white

601.286.80 2 pcs

1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 4 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 1 pc
STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs

Total size: 60×50×128 cm
(490.066.18)

Total size: 60×50×128 cm
(090.066.20)

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67 2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 1 pc

001.286.97 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs
STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white
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001.286.97 2 pcs

COMBINATIONS

Total size: 60×50×128 cm.
(498.766.45)

Total size: 60×50×128 cm
(390.066.14)

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

3 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 4 pcs

2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 3 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 4 pcs

Total size: 60×50×128 cm.
(298.766.70)

Total size: 60×50×128 cm
(990.066.06)

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×64 cm, white 2-p

001.588.06 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×64 cm, white 2-p

001.588.06 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 1 pc

001.286.97 2 pcs

1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs
STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

Total size: 60×50×192 cm
(990.066.11)

001.286.97 2 pcs

Total size: 60×50×192 cm
(298.766.51)

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm, white

301.573.77

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm, white

301.573.77

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

1 pc

2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket 60×49×13 cm, white

301.286.91

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 3 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket 60×49×13 cm, white

301.286.91

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 3 pcs

1 pc
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1 pc

1 pc

COMBINATIONS

Wardrobe. Place the clothes rail and the wire baskets
where the children can easily reach them.
Total size: 60×50×128 cm.
(498.759.62)
STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket 60×49×13 cm, white

301.286.91

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

Total size: 60×50×192 cm
(390.066.09)

1 pc

Total size: 300×50×128 cm
(298.759.58)

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm, white

301.573.77

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×64 cm, white 2-p

001.588.06 1 pc

1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 3 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

Total size: 150×50×192 cm
(398.765.61)

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 2 pcs

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm, white

301.573.77

STUVA bench 90×50×50 cm, white

301.286.29 2 pcs

STUVA bench 90×50×50 cm, white

301.286.29 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD box 90×49×48 cm, white

101.319.63

1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD box 90×49×48 cm, white

101.319.63

1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 2 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket 60×49×13 cm, white

301.286.91

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket 60×49×13 cm, white

301.286.91

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 3 pcs

1 pc
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1 pc

1 pc

COMBINATIONS

Total size: 210×50×192 cm
(890.066.16)

Total size: 240×30/50×25 cm
(090.328.55)

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm, white

301.573.77

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm, white

301.573.77

2 pcs

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm, white

001.286.21 1 pc

1 pc

STUVA frame 60×50×64 cm, white

301.281.77

2 pcs

STUVA bench 90×50×50 cm, white

301.286.29 1 pc

STUVA frame 60×30×64 cm, white

201.286.20 4 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white 2-p

701.588.03 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm, white

701.588.03

STUVA MÅLAD box 90×49×48 cm, white

101.319.63

1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×64 cm, white, 2-p

001.588.06 4 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

3 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 4 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm, white

601.286.80 6 pcs

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm, white

201.319.67

2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm, white 901.286.88 3 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×26 cm, white

201.286.96

4 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 6 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97

6 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail white

801.286.98 1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail, white

801.286.98 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf 56×45 cm, white

001.286.97 2 pcs

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket, 60×49×13 cm, white 301.286.91

2 pcs

1 pc

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front, 16 cm, white 701.286.89 4 pcs
STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front, 32 cm, white 901.286.88 2 pcs
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FOR LITTLE CHILDREN THAT GROW FAST
STUVA cot
1

2

3

Cot with drawers.
Choose the colour of drawers that you like and match
the style of your child’s room. The cot base can be
placed at two different heights.

You can complete STUVA cot with the mattresses designed
to perfectly fit all our cots.

VYSSA SKÖNT pocket spring mattress for cot.
Thickness: 10 cm. White. High resilience foam with
pressure-relieving capacity provides good comfort for
your baby. A durable mattress that can be used for a
longer period of time. Material: High resilience foam and
jersey cover.

1. When the baby is very small the base can be placed
at the higher position.
2. As soon as the baby starts to seat by themselves,
place the base at the lower position.
3. When the child is big enough to climb into the bed,
one cot side can be removed.

60×120 cm

VYSSA VACKERT foam mattress for cot.
Thickness: 10 cm. Blue. A durable pocket spring mattress that provides very precise support for your baby’s
body, and can be used for a longer period of time. The
spring construction allows air to flow freely, creating
better ventilation and a favourable sleeping climate.
Protective foam box for added comfort and durability.
Material: Pocket springs and velour cover.

Total size: 126×66×86 cm (for mattress size:
120×60 cm).
(690.011.44)
STUVA cot 60×120 cm, white

602.486.06 1 pc

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm,white

601.286.80 2 pcs

501.501.86

STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm, white 701.286.89 2 pcs

60×120 cm

401.501.82

STUVA changing table/desk
1

2

3

STUVA changing table grows with the child and becomes
a play table where the child can stand having fun with toys
or crafts. As time goes by, you can transform the play table
even further by placing the top at the highest desk position
and obtain a comfortable desk where the child can sit and
do their homework. You can complete STUVA chaning table/
desk with boxes and little storage solutions, see “Storage
and accessories” at the end of this guide.
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1. STUVA changing table with 3 drawers

891.236.01

2. STUVA play table with 2 drawers

490.358.90

3. STUVA desk with 2 drawers

991.241.34

HOW TO BUILD
STUVA loft bed with desk and storage

+

+

+

+

=

STUVA loft bed/desk offers different assembly possibilities,
illustrated below. You can add doors and drawers according
to your needs, or choose to have an open storage solution. STUVA GRUNDLIG shelves, wire baskets and clothes
rail complete the STUVA offer. The desk comes with cable
management and the anti-slipping steps of the ladder have

space allowance that enable the child to place their hands
around each individual step. The ladder mounts on the right
side of the bed only. We recommend to use a mattress that
is max 20 cm thick.
Bunk and loft beds are recommended for children from the
age of 6 years.

Desk parallel to the bed and access to the wardrobe
doors from the outer side. You can assemble STUVA loft
bed in a way that the desk fits perfectly under the bed. In
order to do so, place the doors of the wardrobe on the outer
side of the loft bed.

Desk perpendicular to the bed and access to the
wardrobe doors from the inside. If the room is narrow,
you can assemble the desk so that it is perpendicular to the
loft bed. In this way, both desk and wardrobe can be accessed from the same side.

Desk perpendicular to the bed and access to the
wardrobe doors from the outer side. If the space at
your disposal has no restrictions, you can assemble STUVA
loft bed in a way that the desk is perpendicular to the loft
bed and the wardrobe doors can be accessed from the
outer side.
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COMBINATIONS
STUVA loft bed

Total size: 197×99×207 cm (for mattress size: 90×200 cm).

Total size: 197×99×207 cm (for mattress size: 90×200 cm).

(090.319.07)

(290.226.43)

Total size: 197×99×207 cm (for mattress size: 90×200 cm).

Total size: 197×99×207 cm (for mattress size: 90×200 cm).

(190.226.91)

(790.226.93)

You can complete STUVA loft bed with desk and storage
with the following mattresses:

MALFORS foam mattress.
90×200 cm

202.723.11

MOSHULT foam mattress.

Total size: 197×99×207 cm (for mattress size: 90×200 cm).

90×200 cm

(890.227.01)
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302.723.39

FRAMES, DOORS, DRAWERS AND INTERIOR FITTINGS
STUVA FRAMES

STUVA MÅLAD kapak 60×64 cm. 2 ad. Yumuşak
kapanan menteşeler dahil.

STUVA frame 60×50×192 cm.
White

301.573.77

STUVA frame 60×50×128 cm.
White

602.522.74

Siyah

402.518.74

Mavi

101.691.02

Yeşil

301.691.01

Pembe

901.690.99

Beyaz

001.588.06

STUVA MÅLAD storage box 90×48 cm, depth 49 cm.
Coordinates with STUVA bench.

001.286.21

STUVA frame 60×50×64 cm.
White

Huş görünümlü

301.281.77

Birch effect

402.522.70

Black

202.518.70

Blue

001.286.78

Green

201.286.77

Pink

101.286.54

White

101.319.63

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×16 cm.
STUVA frame 60×30×64 cm.
White

201.286.20

STUVA bench 90×50×50 cm.
White

301.286.29

Birch effect

102.522.76

Black

902.518.76

Blue

901.319.64

Green

601.319.65

Pink

401.319.66

White

601.286.80

STUVA MÅLAD drawer front 60×32 cm.
STUVA cot 126×66×86 cm. (For mattress size:
120×60 cm).

Birch effect

702.522.78

Black

502.518.78

White

Blue

801.286.79

Green

401.286.81

Pink

201.286.82

White

201.319.67

602.486.06

STUVA changing table/desk frame.
202.253.34

STUVA GRUNDLIG
STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 16 cm.
To be completed with drawer front, sold separately.

STUVA loft bed frame.

White

701.286.89

802.701.49
STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front 32 cm.
To be completed with drawer front, sold separately.
White

901.286.88

STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf white. A shelf, sold separately, is needed as a divider between the shelf unit and
the drawers in the storage solution.

STUVA MÅLAD DOORS AND DRAWERS
STUVA MÅLAD door 60×128 cm. 2-p. Soft closing
hinges are included.

56×26 cm

201.286.96

56×45 cm

001.286.97

Birch effect

002.522.72

STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail.

Black

802.518.72

White

Blue

001.690.94

Green

701.690.95

Pink

201.690.93

STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket 60×13 cm,
depth 49 cm.

White

701.588.03

White

STUVA MÅLAD door 60×64 cm. 2-p. Soft closing
hinges are included.
Birch effect

602.522.74

Black

402.518.74

Blue

101.691.02

Green

301.691.01

Pink

901.690.99

White

001.588.06

801.286.98

301.286.91

STUVA GRUNDLIG leg 2-p, including green, pink and
blue colour options.
601.286.99
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STORAGE AND ACCESSORIES
DRÖMMARE mirror, 16×50 cm. Adhesive mirror in
impact-resistant plastic, easy to use inside or outside
STUVA doors.

BAGIS children’s coat-hanger, assorted colours, 8-p.
300.247.16

502.523.97
VISSLA bench pad, 90×49×3 cm
902.437.87
KUSINER box with lid, white/green/turquoise.
Coordinates with STUVA bench.
79×42×41 cm

801.912.89

SKÖTSAM babycare mat, 53×80×2 cm
502.517.98

KUSINER box with compartments, white/green.
Coordinates with STUVA GRUNDLIG drawers.
51×42×9 cm

001.912.93

KUSINER box, 26×36×26 cm.
Green/turquoise

801.728.27

Red/orange

101.632.61

KUSINER box, blue/green/red 3-p.
26×18×18 cm

201.632.65

PYSSLINGAR storage box.
50×60×14 cm

SKÖTSAM babycare mat cover, 55×83 cm.
502.539.81

ÖNSKLIG storage baskets for changing table,
27×23×26 cm.
301.992.83

JYSSEN wireless charger. Ø9 cm, H10 cm. Cord
length: 1.95 m. You can easily wireless charge your
smart phone, just place it on the charger and charging
begins. Fits the STUVA loft bed. Recommended for ages
from 8 years.
802.918.73

102.157.88

PYSSLINGAR box, 3 pcs. 2 pcs 18×18×18 cm and
1 pc 18×36×18 cm.
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502.157.72
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